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Abstract 
The use of superabsorbent polymers in cement-based materials is focused in the mitigation of 
autogenous phenomena. Hence, by providing the necessary water to control the volume 
change occurring at early-age, the deformation of cement-silica paste is controlled, as 
measured by linear displacement methods. The mechanisms of internal curing in high 
performance cement-based materials are poorly understood. The present study will bring into 
perspective several aspects related with the water movement from superabsorbent polymer 
particles with varying diameter size to the surrounding cement paste, by examining the water 
state in water-entrained and non water-entrained cement-silica pastes. The effect of size of 
superabsorbent polymer particles on autogenous deformation is analysed by linear dilatometer 
measurements and the relation between expansion and shrinkage with the water state in time 
is discussed. The results indicate that superabsorbent polymers are able to imbibe the bulk 
paste, but the particle size may have significant effect on the subsequent deformation. It is 
proposed that mechanical effects such as self-restraint of the pore structure may play an 
important role as governing mechanism in the course of the early-age deformation, after 
capillary suction and internal curing. As a consequence, it may be that the internal curing 
water may be partially kept in the superabsorbent during longer periods while diffusion to the 
bulk cement paste is finalised. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The use of superabsorbent polymers in cement-based materials is a fairly new technique in 
concrete technology and it may be used as mean to eliminate autogenous deformation. In the 
literature review, it was pointed out that the mechanisms of internal curing are poorly 
understood. Most of the knowledge about the functioning of superabsorbent in cement-based 
materials is based in the work by Ole Jensen and Hansen[1, 2]. The simple approach of 
adding internal curing water to equalise the chemical shrinkage of the system is, for practical 
purposes, a very straightforward mean to properly design the mix proportions of water-
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entrainment cement-based systems. However, adding to the uncertainty in the real chemical 
shrinkage occurring in the system, witch may be overestimated in low water and low porosity 
systems there is also the problem of the real distance that water paths can overcome in the 
course of hydration, especially when the hardened material has developed capillary 
discontinuity. According to Bentz and Snyder [3], the distance from the internal curing agent 
that is protected by internal curing water may be in the order of a few micrometers. Thus, the 
spatial network of the reservoirs is considered to play a relevant role in the process of water 
release or desorption. Accordingly, well dispersed and small particles spread out through the 
matrix may increase the efficiency of internal curing by increasing the protected volume. In 
addition, Østergaard [4] suggested that the protected distance may be of 300 µm, in his 
experiments with X-ray absorption technique, which was used in the validation of the water 
transportation distance modelled with the HCSS model. However, it is also recognised that 
the measuring accuracy in a given specimen may be within 100 µm. Lura et al. [5] have 
studied water transport from saturated pumice aggregates to hardening cement paste, 
concluding that the distance covered by the internal curing agents is at least of 4 mm during 
the first days, the time being omitted. Moreover, the author suggests that the amount of water 
released by the internal curing agent, rather then the spatial distribution is the crucial factor to 
avoid early-age self-desiccation shrinkage. 
 
This raises the problem related to the efficiency of superabsorbent in respect with the size of 
the particles, the later determining the water transportation distance. In this study, the effect of 
the particle size of superabsorbent on the autogenous deformation and RH-change is analysed. 
If the previous argumentation is valid, smaller diameter sizes of swollen SAP may improve 
the curing process, by increasing the protected volume paste. It is proposed that the amount of 
water and the spatial distribution are not the unique parameters governing the kinetics of 
desorption, the physical properties and the state of the matrix governing the deformation after 
internal curing. 
 
 
2. Materials and Methods 
 
The systems analysed in this study comprehended a reference paste, which is a SF-modified at 
15% SF-addition and three water-entrained pastes with varying superabsorbent particle size. 
The basic water to cement ratio was 0.30 for all mixtures. The entrained-water ratio was kept 
constant at 0.05. Superplasticizer was added at a rate of 1% by wt-% of cement to all 
mixtures, to ensure adequate workability. 
 
Autogenous deformation and RH-change measurements were performed to all mixtures. 
Internal humidity change was determined in RH-stations according to procedure described in 
reference [6]. Autogenous strain was recorded once for each system in the paste dilatometer 
developed by Ole M. Jensen and P.F Hansen. The fully automated measuring device is 
described in detail in reference [7]. Corrugate tubes with diameter of 28 mm and length of 300 
mm were used as casting moulds for the fresh cement pastes. Special end-closures assure that 
the cement paste is contained in the corrugated tube during an “unlimited” test period, 
performed in submerged temperature-controlled and isothermal condition. Measurements 
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started at about 30 minutes after the mixing time. The deformations were zeroed at the time of 
setting. 
 
3. Results 
 
Autogenous deformation 
 
Figure 1 shows the autogenous deformation of the studied hardening SF-modified pastes with 
varying size of superabsorbent polymer particles up to two weeks in sealed and isothermal 
conditions. At no superabsorbent addition, a significant autogenous strain is observed during 
hardening and subsequent secondary reactions. After 2 weeks, the measured autogenous strain 
of the non water-entrained system is approximately of 3400 microstrain. The water 
entrainment based on superabsorbent addition seems to be effectively counteracting the 
shrinkage development during early-age, which is seen to have an inverse relationship with 
the particle size of superabsorbent. However, the variation of the polymer particle size has a 
considerable effect on the measured deformation. As expected, for the studied amount of 
water entrainment, the water-entrained systems showed an early-expansion, which will be 
dealt in more detail further on discussion.  
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Figure 1.   

Autogenous deformation of SF-modified pastes with different size of superabsorbent polymer 
particles. The internal curing water was added to the system according to an absorption capacity of 
12.5 ml/g of dry gel. Basic water to cement ratio was of 0.30. Temperature: 20 ˚C. 
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After this short expansion, the water-entrained systems experience different degrees of 
shrinkage. For the system with superabsorbent with particle size of 200 µm, it is observed that 
the deformation rate is lower than the measured rate for the lower diameters. At 2 weeks 
sealed hardening, the measured strain is of about 900 µs, for the system with polymer 
particles of 50 µm. The absolute difference in respect with the system with particle size of 
200 µm is of about 1000 µs. 
 
Internal RH-change 
 
Figure 2 shows the autogenous RH-change of hardening SF-modified pastes with water-
entrainment with varying size of superabsorbent polymer particles. At no superabsorbent 
addition, a significant drop in the RH is observed during hardening. Internal curing by 
superabsorbent could efficiently maintain the level of internal relative humidity at more than 
95%, up to 1 week sealed hardening. The variation of the size of the polymer particles does 
not affect the RH-change of the water-entrained mixtures, from where it should be concluded 
that the particle size of the polymer is independent from the RH-change. 
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Figure 2. 

Autogenous RH-change of SF-modified pastes with different size of superabsorbent polymer particles. 
The internal curing water was added to the system according an absorption capacity of 12.5 ml/g of 
dry gel. Basic water to cement ratio was of 0.30. Temperature: 20 ˚C. 
 
After 2 weeks of sealed curing, the measured RH is approximately 94%. The water-entrained 
system with an average size-fraction of 50 micron desiccates to RH-values near of 90% at 28 
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days in sealed hardening. At the same age, system P1, with 15% added-silica fume self-
desiccates to a RH-value near of 75%. Reproducibility for the experimental results may be 
found elsewhere in the literature [8]. 
 
 
4. Discussion 
 
The rate of deformation decreases systematically as the particle size of the superabsorbent 
polymer particles increases. This observation suggests that the pore system of water-entrained 
pastes may be inducing different degrees of restraint in the system, brought out from the 
different changing microstructures. The data sets of the water-entrained pastes were 
normalized by the last measurement, which occurred about 2 weeks after mixing (see Figure 
3). It is clear that the lower SAP particles show less efficiency in “controlling” the autogenous 
negative strain. It is also interesting to note that apparently, the time of the secondary reaction 
governing the strains is postponed to a later period, as the particle size of superabsorbent 
increases. 
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Figure 3. 

Normalized data sets of the 
autogenous deformation 
measurements of water-
entrained SF-modified 
pastes. 
 

 
This suggests that self-restraint of the bulk paste may be occurring and that is diameter-
dependent (or pore structure dependent). In addition, the early expansion is also significantly 
different for the studied SAP particle sizes. The higher expansion is noted in the water-
entrained paste with SAP particles of about 200 micron. After setting, it is denoted a slight 
negative strain preceding the early-expansion. It is possible that the mechanism at this point 
may be capillary suction which is the driving force for the water movement from the 
hydrogel, thus, activating the internal curing process within the curing agent. It would also 
constitute a possibility that a higher number of water sites might potentially enhance 
hydration of the bulk paste, according to the surface area effect. However, this should not be 
the case, since it would result in a higher deformation rate, when compared with the reference 
system. Lura et al [9] have also studied the effect of the particle size of superabsorbent on the 
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autogenous deformation of cement paste with w/c of 0.30 and 20% of silica fume. The results, 
while being consistent with the present work, don’t lead to such deviation in terms of absolute 
difference in the measured deformation. It is possible that the selection of time zero in this 
particular case may be on the base of the given explanation for this phenomenon, which is in 
contradiction with the previous arguments.  
 
Furthermore, the growth of superabsorbent polymers in synthetic pore fluid was recently 
studied by means of optical microscopy [10], being concluded that both absorption rate and 
absorption capacity of the superabsorbent polymer particles are size-dependent. Thus, the 
lower absorption denoted by SAP particles with 100 and 50 µm in respect to the diameter size 
of 200 µm, may partially explain the lower expansion experienced by the water-entrained 
pastes, since lower particles may have less internal curing water within the cross linked 
structure. On the other hand, desorption of water or pore fluid from the SAP particles should 
be faster for the lower diameters. It is not obvious from the results that the expansion rates are 
significantly different. Nevertheless, it seems that internal curing is closely related with the 
measured expansion. Subsequently, the hydrated paste may have sufficient capacity to self-
restraint. It is suggested that superabsorbent particle size may affect the volume change of SF-
modified cement paste within the secondary reaction via pore structure. However, another 
mechanism may play an important role: the rate of desorption in the diffusion mode versus 
capillary suction. This idea is equivalent to sustain that while the rate of water diffusion is 
higher than the rate of pozzolanic activity from the silica fume, the strains in the system may 
be equilibrating. The diffusion rate may be harshly diminished if the percolation of the system 
is broken. This may be within the first 24 hours of sealed hydration, as supported by D.P. 
Bentz.  
 
If the previous discussion is true, then an air-entrained SF-modified paste should be able to 
“control” autogenous deformation as well. If the pore volume created by the superabsorbent 
through the macro inclusions could be simulated without water, then a system without curing 
water can be created to simulate the behaviour of superabsorbent pastes without water 
movement, which is the base-assumption for existing self-restraint by SAP-pores at early-age.  
 
In order to investigate this phenomenon, a system with air-entrained mixture was performed. 
The results are shown in Figure 4. It can be observed that air-entrainment was able to partially 
“control” self-desiccation by self-restraint from the macro pore structure. This is noted even 
in the first reaction, as seen by the first slope of the SF-modified air-cured curve. The 
measured negative strain is higher in the air-entrained mixture in respect with the water-
entrained paste. This may be due to (air bubbles blowing up: find scientific terminology). It 
should be pointed out that the air pore volume is different from that of the SAP pore volume. 
The air bubbles generated may consist in a substantially lower diameter in comparison with 
the partially swollen superabsorbent polymers. Nevertheless, after the third day sealed 
hardening, there is no major difference on the strain development, by comparing it to the 
system with the lower SAP particles, in this case of about 50 micron at dry state. Thus, it 
seems that self-restraint of the system may be the governing factor at this point.  
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Figure 4. 

Autogenous deformation of SF-modified pastes with superabsorbent polymer and air-entraining admixture. The internal 
curing water was added to the system according an absorption capacity of 12.5 ml/g of dry gel. Air-entrainment was 
performed by wt.-% of cement. Basic water to cement ratio was of 0.30. Temperature: 20 ˚C. 

 
Furthermore, imaging by means of SEM was performed for a water-entrained and an air 
entrained system, as shown in Figure 5. It may be seen that the resultant macro inclusions in 
the water-entrained system is significantly bigger from that of air entrainment. The later, 
consists in fine spherical dispersed air-volume throughout the section, with an average size 
comprehended between 10 and 100 µm, although pores up to 200 µm may also be found. In 
relation to the microstructure of the water-entrained system, the macro porosity is ranging 
between 100 and 200 µm. The microstructure of the air-entrained mixture should then 
approximate the microstructure of the lower size-range of superabsorbent, which was of 50 
micron. 
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Figure 5. 

SEM images of water and air-entrained mixtures. The macro inclusions refer to the system SAP.0.4%.100. 

 
 
5. Final remarks 
 
Autogenous deformation of water-entrained pastes was analysed in terms of dependency from 
the particle size of superabsorbent polymer particles. It is concluded that the size of the 
polymer particles may have strong effect on the courses of autogenous strain. At least three 
mechanisms are most probably interacting during hardening of water-entrained pastes: 
capillary suction and diffusion mode within internal curing, and self-restraint of the bulk 
paste, expressed by the macro pore structure of water or air-entrained systems. The following 
sketch is proposed to integrate the referred mechanisms in the course of autogenous 
deformation of water-entrained SF-modified pastes: 
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Figure 6. 

Proposed mechanisms for 
water-entrained cement-
based materials by 
superabsorbent polymers. 
 

 
The mitigation of autogenous deformation in SF-modified cement-based materials is a 
complex phenomenon. The extent of internal curing may not be not fully related with the 
autogenous relative humidity change, as seen by the RH-change of water-entrained pastes 
with different diameters. The more internal curing is provided to the system, the more macro 
inclusions may be inducing self-restraint on the paste by pore structure. This will be surely 
governed by the diffusivity of the bulk paste, which fundamentally depends from the amount 
of silica fume introduced in the system. 
 
Furthermore, an obvious consequence of a larger macro pore structure is most probably the 
loss of strength of the material. In principle, the bigger the macro porosity is, the higher is risk 
to micro cracks develop through the system, being preferential held by the macro inclusions. 
On the other hand, if the diameter is kept below 100 µm, the strength potential of water-
entrained cement-based materials should be most prominent. Moreover, in respect with the 
microcracking, the smaller macro inclusions should held higher concentration of tension due 
to the smaller radius, which, on the other hand, will be localised at more discrete points due to 
relation with the specific surface area. For the same density, smaller diameters will result in 
shorter distances between macro inclusions, leading to reduced stresses at each site. This 
aspect, together with the study of microcracking in SF-modified cement pastes is required in 
further investigation.  It is suggested that a smaller pore structure should result in less 
cracking events, since it induces multi-point stresses upon the bulk paste, leading to a 
different stress concentration if a lower number of pores exist, as in the case of bigger SAP 
particles being used.  
 
The fact that the paste is self-restraining is not negative, if the stress generated in the 
mesostructure of the system does not induce risk of microcracking. This is still to be 
determined. The water located at the inclusions may take many months to diffuse, especially 
if a diffusion mode coefficient is assumed. For example, this can favour growth of new 
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products towards the SAP pores, by inverse matter transport, which may function as 
nucleation sites. Eventually, if the SAP-pores are little enough further hydration may even 
close the pore at later ages. It is well known that the micro porosity may have changes in a 
long term. 
 
Finally, and for practical purposes, the specific target when designing the material under the 
predicted service conditions should determine the strategy for prescribing a range of 
superabsorbent. As an example, if freeze-thaw resistance is required, it may be that the higher 
size fraction of superabsorbent may be preferable. When the target design is strength, smaller 
particles should be use to internally cure high performance cement-based materials. 
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